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[ music in background ]

[ Yun ] Hey there, I'm Yun Lee,

[ Rae ] and I'm Rae Parnell,

[ Yun ] and we are the hosts of BARTALK.

[ Rae ] BARTALK is a lecture performance and storytelling series that usually
takes place in different bars in The Hague. Each of our podcast seasons has a
different theme, where we feature one guest per episode offering their unique
perspective.

[ Yun ] So the theme of this third podcast season is parties, and today we're
going to be talking to Philip Vermeulen, artists and sober party boy
extraordinaire. He makes large scale installations which he calls hyper
sculptures, which alter psychological states through the manipulation of light,
sound, and movement.

[ Rae ] So basically, he makes big machines that make loud rhythmic noises
and movements.

[ Yun ] Yeah, pretty much, and in a way he brings the art world to the club and
the club to the art world.

[ Rae ] So just a quick heads up this episode contains conversations around
drug use and addiction.

[ Yun ] So without further ado, let's get to the interview.

[ Yun ] Hey, Philip, thank you so much for coming in today... We're recording
here live... for...  no it's not live but... we are...
[ laughing ]

[ Philip ] it's live recorded.



[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] We're at the sound studio at WORM. We're gonna pick your brain
today, about your works.

[ Philip ] Wonderful. Thank you so much for inviting me.

[ Rae ] Yes.

[ Philip ] Feel honored.

[ Rae ] We're starting with a very important question. What is the last party
you went to and what do you miss most about partying?

[ Philip ] Hmm, I think the last party was Sonic Acts Progress Bar in Paradiso.
But yeah, that was just before the  lockdown I guess…

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Philip ] I was there physically, but I already was sleeping almost all the time.

[ Yun ] Yeah and what do you miss most about partying?

[ Philip ] I miss the interaction with, with other human beings in, in a kind of
more wildly state because of course, I see other people at the grocery
shopping... but that's not the same somehow. So I really missed that and
seeing friends and friends of friends who you have a connection with, but is
not really your first connection or so... and I missed to feel the sound waves in
my belly... I guess, yeah.

[ Yun ] That's a good one. So let's talk about a couple of your works, starting
with Boem BOem, which was your graduation work. So Boem BOem is a large
installation / visceral acoustic instrument constructed from two heavy duty
accelerated baseball machines placed on one side of a room and two large
resonating wooden boxes on the other side of the room. The Baseball
machines fire tennis balls 50 meters through the air at a speed of 150
kilometers per hour, propelling them to strike the two wooden boxes producing
their sound. [rhythmic sound of Boem BOem plays] The force of its head
ricochets the balls back another 15 meters through the air to land inside these
cloth catchers, which feed the balls back into the system... And this installation



shoots the strings of balls in different compositions from funky rhythms
composed by Philip himself to algorithmic compositions defined by the
machine. [rhythm gets denser and stops]

[ Rae ] Okay, so this is a work that has been shown in various contexts with
galleries, artists, initiatives, museums, and it's also been shown in art festivals
and clubs, including Berghain, in Berlin... And so we were wondering how the
environments change the way that people interact with your work and what
differences do you observe?

[ Philip ] Hmm, well, in art spaces is most easiest, because then Boem
BOem in itself is extremely powerful, especially if the setting is extremely
small, then Boem BOem becomes extremely large, of course, in the settings
with the contrast. Nevertheless, for Berghain, when I was asked to do it, I went
there to check out Halle am Berghain...and that place is massive, it's gigantic,
the place is so beautiful and... grotesque and and wild then you feel
something is cooking there. In comparison, Boem BOem is then extremely
small and the sound is as well not that well. So what I then tried to do was,
let's first have the people enter the space and then we're going to put on the
engine and thats a little bit dangerous lalalalala and but then we can just get
off the light.

[ Rae ] Oh.

[ Philip ] Yeah, because then you still have this feeling of danger and
something is going to happen in the brain. So for more of the club context, I
tried to play as well with, with stroboscopic phenomena, to check how that
works as well... We started to play live with the with the installations where
before it was more pre-programmed composition and I think at Berghain for
the first time we were doing more improvisations... and as well with the light
and the installation, and then later on we as well, we amplified the sound of
the Boem BOems. Because Berghain is such a big and then it's, it's just a
thunderbolt zzzOOOk. So it was like...

[ laughing ]
[ Philip ] why didn't I do that before? So that that's as well something which is
more for a club environment to amplify the sound so you can have a bit more
contrast and as well, because there's, if there's a DJ playing, yeah, there's
somewhere a little bit of fight of attention. So I want to be a little bit louder than



the DJ and I want to have more light or brighter light. Yeah, so that that makes
it as well hard for for a club setting.

[ Yun ] But are people watching or are they also, they're dancing, you're
you're catching their attention... They're like moving away from the dance, or
what's the what's the vibe there?

[ Philip ] For Boem BOem, and Berghain, people had to sign up and have a
ticket and they went through Berghain, they went into Halle. So then they
really came for the show, or the performance. And yet that kept on going
through the whole night actually.

[ Rae ] Okay, because also, like we've both seen Boem BOem. It's really
scary. Like, it's a very scary work when you're standing there for the first
time... And so like fear, and a club setting is really interesting, because I don't
think that's something that you're maybe expecting initially when you enter a
club. So how do you also balance this, like, okay, people are kind of afraid of
this work, but you want them to enjoy it, but you also want them to be afraid a
bit as well. Or maybe the anticipation?

[ Philip ] I think in anticipation of will be it's always very much fun to try to
make it as scary as possible. So that when whenever you're shit scared, and
then fun things happen, fun thing becomes much more fun... And I think
anyway, especially with clips, or when I remember going to clubs, when when I
was really young, was that in the beginning, it's really, really scary and there's
the bouncer, and you have to go in it... And there are all these cool people and
they're wearing these wonderful outfits... And I was like, ahh, how do I get in
and I think there's a emotional composition of going to the club when you're
young, really really young, and you get in and then there's this euphoria... And
I guess that Berghain as an institution plays as well a little bit with that,
because the bouncers are so strict. So before you go in, there's such a long
line and then you're never too sure if you if you get in. So when you're in it's
you already have a connection with all the other people because... you made
it... it's wonderful…

[ laughing ]
[ Philip ] now we're gonna be be wild.

[ laughing ]



[ Yun ] We're the elites!

[ Philip ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] Yeah... So when I first invited you, I was originally focused on how you
show your work in these kinds of club settings. But actually, you're reminding
me that it's more like you're bringing the club to the art setting, and can you
talk a little bit more about that side of things?

[ Philip ] Hmm, I guess that all the installations, I make that kind of
performative character and they make sound, they move, they go extremely
fast or extremely slow... And all these parameters I tried to control and
maximize that or to minimalize it as hard as possible of course... And
therefore, the sound and movement and phenomena, who are shown is
something which which happens as well, in a in a club night sometimes.
Especially if you play with with light standing, of course, you need need a dark
environment... And if you use sound you need speakers, and so there, there's
already some some parallels happening... And then for the installations, I tried
to manipulate the material a bit as well, the audience or I want to manipulate
myself so I go to another state of mind, actually. And these states of mind are
of course as well in in nightlife very much vivid, like people are getting drunk
and running around dancing. There's some some kind of ecstasy, there's this
longing to melt together, and I find these things interesting and I tried to put
that in the work somehow.

[ Yun ] Yeah, that makes a lot of sense... and I think people do feel that when
they're experiencing your works. There's like this kind of flirtation with danger
to, like how far can you push your boundaries?

[ Philip ] Exactly. Especially if you go over your own boundary, it becomes
fun, or if the material goes over its own boundary it starts to change it's own
characteristics, and then it becomes extremely interesting.

[ Yun ] So in an interview with The Wire, you mentioned that the idea for
Boem BOem partially came from your experience training with a similar ball
shooting machine when you were the goalkeeper of your hockey team as a
teenager... And at the same time, I know that when you were initially
composing the rhythms they were based off these funky house beats. Can
you talk a little more about what influenced this work? And how did these
ideas come together?



[ Philip ] Um, first, I tried to wanted to experiment with with bouncing balls,
and I wanted to make granular synthesis but then physical. So what happens
if you have two walls and you shoot bouncing balls in it and it comes [makes
sound "drrrrrr"]? But what happens if you then push the walls together?
Then hopefully it will be [makes sound "brrrrrrrrshew shew shew"] so I
tried that and the bouncing balls crushed. That couldn't work. Yeah, they're
because they're made made out of rubber. So so they got splashed out in
10,000 pieces. Yeah. So then I went right, right to the tennis ball and now I
used to be a field hockey keeper... And I was really, really well and I'm very
talented in it... And then I quit it because my team had this machinery and it's
for for training for for goalies, and it's like a pitch ball machine, but then for for
field hockey. So one night, then the whole team was behind the machine and
they were firing the balls to me and of course it went to to kind of but lower
and lower just a little bit down my belly and that's where they were just doing
[makes sound "Tintin. Tintin, Tintin"]. Yeah, then that's ,that's the moment
when I got really scared of the ball and I couldn't be a goalie anymore
because I was so scared for the ball suddenly, and for BoomBoom, I want to
just shoot balls because it's, it's a lot of fun to shoot actually…

[ Yun ] to be on the other side.

[ Philip ] to be on the other side. Yeah, I finally had the thing.

[ laughing ]

[ Philip ] This is how you guys were doing it ah! And the idea is actually
extremely simple. You have ball and you shoot it and it goes to a boom boom
box and then flies back and has to go back in the system... And because it's
such a massive machine, and it makes rhythms so the first kind of
compositions were really kind of investigation in world rhythmics, and I wanted
to stay away from like house and techno, because that's already something
you would expect it to be... And nevertheless, on the beginning, I was I was
playing extremely straight, almost like, Rammstein's... ["doon doon doon
doon doon"] And then in the end, it will be I thought it will be very funny to try
if the installation could be funky. Can an installation be funky or can, can a
machinery, can it be funky? Yeah, and it's possible.

[ laughing ]



[ Yun ] That was the conclusion.

[ Philip ] Yeah that was the conclusion.

[ Yun ] Okay, cool, yeah.

[ Philip ] Nice.

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] Okay, let's move on to FlapFlap. FlapFlap is an installation that
consists of large orange fabric draped over and controlled by a pole that
moves up and down rhythmically to create stroboscopic patterns. [rhythmic
pumping and whirring sound of FlapFlap plays and gets faster]

[ Yun ] So yeah, your work largely plays with the extremes of sensorial
perception using sound light, rhythm and speed... And through these elements
you play with a sense of danger but also hypnotism trance and eroticism. For
example, you describe the FlapFlap as a "high frequency fuck machine".
Where does this come from?

[ laughing ]

[ Philip ] The there's some machinery underneath FlapFlap, and it's it's a
machine and it goes from rotational energy to linear energy... And I'm now
making the movement and as its door really looks like I'm fist fucking the air.
Because it goes so extremely fast it becomes really a kind of a fuck machine.
As well in in the 60s 70s, in Amsterdam, there were the red light district there
were all these machineries of bikes... And if you would sit on them you will you
will be penetrated by it. So it goes from earth rotational energy to linear energy
in extreme, extreme fast movement.

[ Yun ] Where did those machines go?

[ Philip ] I dunno! You should check it out on the internet.
[ laughing ]

[ Philip ] For FlapFlap, it's on the beginning and we were I was just playing
with it and trying to have control of the movements and in the in the corner



stared there are winch motors [mechanical sound plays] so you can attract
and pull the fabric…

[ Yun ] Right. So it's like stretched out and then let loose over time.

[ Philip ] Exactly. Yeah, I... had no idea but but after a couple of weeks of
playing with it became kind of that the installation, is by, manipulating these
parameters, you can really make a choreography for for the for the curtain...
And because it's sometimes stretched it, it's, it becomes very, very rough and
kind of masculine... And when when it's stretched down, it's it's, it's almost like
elegant, not a penguin but a swan in the in the ballet. So it has all these kinds
of extreme characters within itself... And because of the fuck machine, it
becomes a little bit ironic. It's about the male gaze.

[ Yun ] Oh okay. There we have it.

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] There we have it.

[ Rae ] Okay, so we were also wondering, how much does your party
experience influence your work?

[ Philip ] Um, I guess a lot I was, two weeks ago, there were two youngsters
from a high school. They were interviewing me about addiction, and I normally
don't really talk about it. But yeah, I've been in rehab, because had an
addiction on amphetamine, speed and alcohol, they were kind of my drug of
choice. On my way to get into rehab, I had a lot of drug psychosis and almost
overdoses... And I was in so many states of mind, actually, that when now I
look back on the work I made last couple of years, they all kind of reflect these
states of mind are these these kinds of voids or these, these kinds of
trance-like energies where you want to go in but you can't, for example,
FlapFlap goes so fast that you're it becomes really, really scary but on,
sametime you kind of want to jump in the fabric. So there's this strange
paradox of energies all the time and I guess that's as well what what
fascinates me from, from my experiences in nightlife and getting lost and...
[ambient music starts playing] At one point in the night you're, you're
completely ecstatic and the next moment, it's a gigantic void, that, that you
kind of lost yourself in your never ending thoughts and the paranoia and the
shake. So all these extreme emotions, I find very interesting.



[ Philip ] Is it kind of a way of sharing these experiences? Or is it is it not even
about other people, it's kind of like delving into your experiences?

[ Philip ] And it's not, I'm not doing that on purpose, I guess it's just comes out
automatically. I like to hallucinate... and now I don't do drugs anymore but I
build it. More Moiré, it's a gigantic installation, which plays with with the Moiré
phenomena. So if you're already in it, and nothing is happens in anything, you
see Moiré patterns everywhere around you, [humming sound from More
Moiré starts playing] and your eyes cannot adjust anymore and it's it starts
to be kind of almost overwhelming... And then the shit hits the fan and all the
light starts to go and yeah, it's just complete hallucination in the installation,
but without taking any drugs. So I want to discover my own consciousness, I
guess, as well in these different installations. But then in a little bit more
healthy way.

[ Yun ] Yeah, that makes a lot of sense. Just for our listeners, Moiré a pattern
is when two or more waves are interfering with each other, and they create a
lot of different kinds of patterns, it's very hypnotic. You should definitely try it
sometime. But um, I've partied with you a few times before and you are an
incredibly good sober partier and it's actually really inspiring. How did you get
to be so good at sober partying?

[ Philip ] Hmm, in the beginning when when I got sober, it was extremely
scary, because it's everybody is drinking, everybody's doing drugs, or at least
you think everybody's doing drugs and you think that everybody's drinking. So
it took me a couple of years actually and then I kind of found out that people
who are drinking, they're not that much for fun. But people on ecstasy, MDMA,
hallucinations, so they're, they're the fun ones, because they start to
communicate in a kind of a higher level and they start to vibrate... And that's a
lot of fun. People on coke, they're not interesting at all, they're run Run, run,
run, run, run, right. So I guess it's as well choosing the right people and
choosing the right music and then you can let go, I guess as well. Because
I've been dancing so much in my late teens and 20s that, yeah, it's just this
kind of a vibe and when you're in it, you're in it and you cannot stop it
anymore. It's just voom, voom, voom, voom, voom. The addiction of the base,
I guess, yeah.



[ Rae ] Yeah. Great. Well, I also know from Yun that, yeah, you just have a
really great party energy, let's say. So do you have any fun party stories that
you want to share with us?

[ Yun ] Like growing up or also in your adult life, actually, how's that changed?

[ Philip ] It's now fading away a little bit, and probably because of corona that
are used to party and start on on Thursday, and then we will end on Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday to relaxation. We were in Berlin with a with a big group
of friends and Anko It was his birthday... And it was still in the in the minimal
scenes, so it was extremely minimal... [techno playing] And other Berliners
were like, dancing but extremely minimal. We were already awake for a couple
of days and we were not going out of our minds and we were bouncing around
rioting! So I think it was in Watergate and we were just completely going nuts
and we were really taking down the roof and starting a proper dance on the
dance floor... And all the Berliners were like dancing but extremely no
minimal…

[ laughing ]

[ Philip ] I think in the end we got we got kicked out, it was hilarious.

[ Yun ] Just not the same wavelength.

[ Philip ] Didn't connect.

[ Yun ] But like growing up. You were partying mostly in Amsterdam, right? Or
just kind of everywhere...

[ Philip ] Everywhere I guess.

[ Yun ] What were the best parties that you were chasing?

[ Philip ] Hmm, club 11... was the actually the first club I went to. It was before
School, Trouw and then you had Club 11... And it was amazing because I was
so scared of the bouncer and then you got in. And I come from Twente which
is kind of the eastern part of the Netherlands which is a farmer, farmer
country... And I really looked up to all those boys and girls knowing how to
move and all this energy in the club and everybody's so extremely cool... And,
and I was extremely stoned and I didn't do anything else. I got a little bit



paranoid... and and I think within a week I was there almost every day. I could
completely change. Oh, yeah, now, I am the master of the dance floor.

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] Just within a week, just boom.

[ laughing ]

[ Philip ] I tried very, very hard. I think that that's as well something. If you're
dancing, then the people who you don't know you immediately spot the freaks
who have this amazing energy... And most of the time they are in front of
speakers or really, really at the back of the space and it's just movements and
letting go and going in. I guess I really missed it.

[ Yun ] I really love the ways that you look to get high on natural phenomena
without using any drugs. And you once proposed an eyeball pressing activity
to me for a kid's workshop... And I was really skeptical, but when you tried it
out on me. I found it so soothing and psychedelic is well. Do you think you
could maybe guide us and our listeners through this exercise,? It could give
our audience a good idea of your work for those who may not have seen it.

[ Philip ] All right, let's sit calm in our chair, and let's wiggle our ass a little bit
to left and right so it becomes a little bit soft.

[ Philip ] And now we move our hands on our knees so they become a little
bit warm. Feel the energy coming up and we slowly start to breathe in our
belly or down down down in the belly. You kind of feel almost already the
energy and tingling in your fingers and now you close our eyes. Start gazing
into space we see, what did you see? When your eyes are closed even from
the most left part of your eye to the most right part of your eye. Absolutely on
top and everything down it's a gigantic space, now, let's slowly take our middle
finger and our wijs finger [translation: pointer finger] and put them on our
closed eyes.

[ Philip ] Yes, and slowly start pressing your eyes and there's this beautiful
spot... And after a couple of seconds, your whole visual field is changing.
[ Philip ] This is even better when all lights are off, you can push a little bit
harder... And then after a slow moment, the whole space is changing in color
and lights , you see all these different reactions in your eyeball... And you just



press a little bit more, but it shouldn't hurt and it starts floating and fluttering
and it's like, you're already into space... And you can even move your eyeballs
and you see even more weird stuff happening. So what do we see?

And now if you open your eyes extremely quick [music starts] [prrrrrrrrrr]

[ Philip ] everything is vibrating.

[ Yun ] All right, we got some audience questions for you.

[ Philip ] Hey, hey.

[ Rae ] Calm and relaxed. Okay, so our first question is from an anonymous
listener, and they would like to know if you can walk us through your process
and different works. So what is usually your starting point? And do you work
with engineers or other technicians to support you? Or are you yourself very
handy?

[ Philip ] Hmm, to begin with, I'm extremely clumsy. But I kind of have now the
experience so I can work with with with material and stuff and when I'm in
studio, i'm sometimes extremely short tempered, and everything has to be
extremely quick done. So I have this method of doing it quick and dirty and
just fiddling around and trying to fight with the with the material... And then
something happens with with the material. Uhmm what's a good example?

[ Yun ] I remember, one time you were trying out at the iii workspace, and
actually you blew everything up! You were playing with some projectors and,
and a fan, high speed fan and then everything just went poof.

[ Philip ] Yeah, that happens a lot.

[ laughing ]

[ Philip ] The Fan Fan Fan is a series I'm now working on and they've been
exploding all the time. Because it's, they are kind of rotating objects, and
there's a prepared light on it and so the objects make this really wonderful
stroboscopic phenomena and a wagon wheel affects us how it looks like it's
not moving anymore, it's standing still while  it's as well rotating.

[ Yun ] It like a hologram too.



[ Philip ] Yeah, but to get there was was such a pain in the ass, because I'm
not that handy and so every time the things they exploded... And now lately,
because it was so busy I have some engineers who are really thinking with me
and saying from well, this might be not that smart an idea. Let's do this. And
I'm like mrrr okay and then then it goes a little bit quicker. But I guess the work
method is on one and it's really physical, so quick and dirty, like small little
tests as fast as possible and don't think too much about it... And then later on,
you can start to reflect on it... And the other one is ideas, just thinking and
drawing some made this kind of a method for myself that I can be a child and I
can lay on the table and feel safe or so and then I'm crawling around to the
carpets and have my pencils and then I'm just drawing and filling things
around. As it's as well I don't want to be that conscious about about it. So that,
so that the negative thoughts are are away. Cause sometimes when when I'm
extremely tight, it's like oh, this is really good at air and then my brain  goes,
me, me, me, me, me, me, me, me, me, me, me, me, me, me, me... And that
can kill it right away and most of these extremely childish ideas there as well
not that well. But because you have a starting point you can point point, point
point. Have a couple of stepping stones and then it becomes even bigger so
it's on one hand the material side and on the other hand, the universe side of
ideas.

[ Yun ] I mean, it's actually a really good tip for, for creators in general to try
out. So Natalia from Rotterdam asks what inspires you in techno music?

[ Philip ] Hmm, I think it's what gives me a really, really good kick is to be one
with, with the frequency of the bass... And I, what I really, really enjoy are the
rhythms. So Carnival rhythms over techno and all kinds of rhythms around it.
So, so it's it steers me apart and I really enjoy interference patterns. It's funky
Jazz, and this old school Chicago house. Oh, yeah. That's that's what I like.

[ Yun ] Great.

[ Rae ] Nice. Fazle from the Hague would like to know how do you personally
perceive rituals, spirituality and healing within the context of clubbing?
[ Philip ] Hmmm, I guess clubbing can be as well very dangerous, to be
honest, because some, not everybody, but a lot of people, they, they, they are
extremely high and being high has as well, or you have to get used to it. You
have to do it a lot of times before you get experienced in it. So I think clubbing
can be as well, kind of a dangerous place while you're completely high and



something negative happens... And that happens all the time. But then, if
something bad happens, or you have a bad trip, and yeah, the music is not
right and the people who you want to be with reject you or something
happened, because that's, that happens all the time. It's always good to come
back and to try it again. But maybe then not with that much drugs... Good
idea. And rituals, I guess, when you're zoning, you'll, you'll meet the right
people, if you if you're flowing in the energy.

[ Yun ] So I know that you're, you are kind of a spiritual person, and you do
have your own, like, personal practices. Does that ever come into contact with
your partying style at all? Or do you keep it quite separate?

[ Philip ] Oh, no. Good friend of mine, he's, he's a kind of qi practitioner and
he's, he's really, really well. So sometimes on the on when I'm dancing, i'm just
trying to do these practices, but then extremely slow or extremely fast and that
happens, or that that works really, really well, especially if you're sober... And
in this kind of way, you get extremely high, which is fun... And the fun thing is
what I already said before. People who are on ecstasy and LSD and all these
kinds of things, they feel it. They start to get your vibe as well and then you
have this kind of communication. Because that's the... the saying is as well is
it, a thousand hours of practice on meditation, the same as having one LSD
trip. So you're already kind of in this higher consciousness or lower
consciousness and then you, you can start to connect as little birds to each
other.

[ Yun ] Beautifully put. So our last question comes from Christian from the
Hague. He asks, what does the future of parties look and sound like to you?

[ Philip ] For me, personally, I think it's going to be less and less and that's
because I'm grow older and I've slowly starts to lose the interest of the bass,
to be honest. Nevertheless, I think it's extremely healthy for people to keep
going to parties and to stay young and to stay open minded about
everything... And I have a feeling that there's something gonna come mmm a
year of celebration after this desert is over... And in general, I think that the
whole club industry is professionalized in such a way that it becomes as well
harder to have real underground so I feel that the underground is becoming
mainstream... And I have as well the feeling that festivals which used to be a
kind of an outlaw environment is becoming as well mainstream. So at  the
same time I feel that I'm losing to the mainstream because there's nothing to
reject anymore. There's no scene because everything is embraced, to say so.



So now we have to wait until there's a new technology which makes new
music and then there will be a new underground, I guess.

[ music starts ]

[ Yun ] Fair assessments. Well, thank you so much Philip for coming in and
sharing your stories and talking about your work. It's been such a pleasure.

[ Philip ] Hey, thank you!

[ music increases ]

[ Rae ] Once again, that was Philip Vermeulen on his installations, bringing
the club to the art world and sober partying. You can follow his work and the
links in our show notes.

[ Yun ] Tune in next week in the season finale, when we talked to Amber
vineyard on what it takes to be a good host, laying down the law at parties and
building community through nightlife. We want to thank Hans Poel for
recording and editing these podcasts, Nia Konstantinova for doing our PR,
Denise Lee for designing the banner, Sarafina van Ast for transcribing our
podcasts.

[ Rae ] Thanks to WORM Rotterdam for allowing us to use their sound studio.
And this program would not be possible without the financial support of the
Mondriaan Fonds. And last but not least, we want to thank all of you listeners
out there tuning in.

[ Yun ] Once again, I'm Yun Lee.

[ Rae ] And I'm Rae Parnell,

[ Yun ] and this is BARTALK. See you next week.

[ music fades ]




